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NEW MEMBERS
The MG Car Club of South Australia
extend a warm welcome to the
following new member who joined in
the July period
We look forward to meeting you at
club meetings and events.
Paul Greg & Carol Grech
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Discount for members
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sending pdf files.
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Editorial
From ..Laurie Houghton
Editor

S
MGCC Clubrooms
Monthly General Meetings
Held at 8.00 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month at the Clubrooms. All those who
are interested in MGs are welcome.
“Noggin’ & Natter”
Every Friday night at the Clubrooms. Time:
7.30 pm - ~ 10.00 pm. All welcome for a
chat and a drink. Licensed premises.
Tea and coffee available.
Register Meetings
“T” Reg. First Thursday of each month.
Time: 7.00 for 7.30 pm.start. Venues as
advertised in Register Report. Everyone
welcome - even if you don’t own a Register
vehicle.
MGF Reg. Bi-monthly Second Friday of
the month at the clubrooms 7.30pm

urely only football fans and some
golfers would venture out in this
weather, I’m one of the latter but have
taken steps to keep dry, ( see the
bottom of page 4 )
While I didn’t have anything to report
on at the July MGM, Neil Williams
suggested that perhaps some members might like to submit an article on
their experiences with their MG,
maybe how they did a resto or a mechanical upgrade, how someone
helped with a problem etc; how about
it folks.
I could fill this magazine with stuff I
have done to my MGB, few people
realise the only standard MG component left is the body.
Thanks to Bob Schapel for his Technical articles, they certainly make interesting reading, onya bob.

MGA/Magnette Reg Bi-monthly on the
third Thursday of the month, starts Jan in
odd numbered months, 7.00 pm for 7.30
Know Your MG Meetings
Third Tuesday of each month. Time: 7.00
for 7.30 pm. Start. Venues as
advertised.Everyone welcome.
Breakfast Runs
Now Meet at Veale Gardens, CBD South
Tce. For 9.00am starts. BYO everything for
breakfast. See Calendar for dates etc;
Mid Week Lunch Runs
Second Thursday in the month.
See the calendar
Motorsport Events
See Motorsport Report.

And don’t forget, please
support our sponsors
whenever possible
and be sure to let them
know you are an MG
Car Club member
Printed by Kwik Kopy Unley. Shop 7A
453 Fullarton Road Highgate SA 5063
Ph: 8271 7422 A National Meeting
sponsor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT

H

From Tim Edmonds

i all
I hope this finds you all well summer is just around the corner time to
start cleaning your car. At the last
meeting Stephen Marlow our librarian
told us that some of the books from the
library have been on loan for more than
12 months, if you have any could you
please return them to the clubrooms
ASAP before we have to name and
shame you.
If anyone wishes to organise an event
for the club all details must be presented to the committee before anything is published to the members. We
are enforcing this due to the many
events we have and to stop date
clashes.
In December the Adelaide Rally will be
run we have been asked to help with

running part of the
event Murray Stephenson is taking names he
can be c ontac ted at stephenson@esc.net.au it will be a good way
for you to get up close to the competition cars.
I hope to see you at the next motorkhana at Mallala 18th August it is the last
one for the year there will be also a
teams event, many years ago the
MGCC of SA won this event see Bev
Waters for more details .Helpers will
also be needed.
I will be at the Supercars round at The
Bend as Chief Scrutineer hopefully the
weather will be fine, if you come up call
in a say Hi
See you soon at a club event
Tim

MG ADELAIDE WORKSHOPS
& A.A. Automotive (Adrian Akhurst)

14 Nightingale Avenue Magil 5072. Tel 08 8364 4988
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PRE-WAR & T - REGISTER
From..John Bray, photos D McNabb, Terry Wright

portance, Peter Cundy ( Hamilton Island), Don Walker ( Norfolk Island),Chris
& Heather Bennett ( splashing in the
River Nile ), Simon Ewart (night flying),
David Herbert, Nick Proferes, Reg
O’Malley (ankle injury), Brian Forth ( 2
cold), Peter Shipside ( at other car club),
John Davies, Pat Mullins, Carl Aiken,
Garry Chapman, John Tamke ( home
duties ) The Bazzica’s (much 2 cold),
Bob Schapel ( recovering ), David Fairbrother, Ronnie Jellett and the Doc Dallwitz ( over eating ).
Now 42 signed in, 14 T Type MG’s , 2 Y
Type paraded in the driveway, congratulations for those who drove to the meeting with hoods down.

13 July 2019
4 July 2019 at Leigh Richter’s
Aldgate.
My outta control meeting.
es it started well initially in Leigh’s
beautifully prepared garage following on from the past two meetings held
in the equally prepared exotic premises
of messers Martin & Buckley. We must
compliment Leigh as it appears that
there was a significant makeover from
last year’s meeting up in Aldgate,
memorabilia rehung, nuts n bolts bins
tidied up and I can go on.
Thankyou Leigh for the LED street lighting strung between the trees, nearly as
bright as Peter Auld’s TF on high beam
in Hillside Road. Thanks
also for the red hot gas
heaters, superb and appreciated by all on a cool
but rainless night.
Ab s e n t
members.
Apologies received from
the following (go to the
next paragraph if you find
this boring) who missed
an entertaining but dyslexic run of events:
In
no particular order of im-

Y
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General Business . I had this formatted and arranged in an orderly fashion
before the “Siamese Twins” fresh back
from their Bangkok parts exploration trip
completely took over the meeting with
gold watch presentations to very lucky
(or unfortunate) register members.
I speak of Anthony Pearson.com and
his “mule” Andrew Willington who
screwed the living daylights out of a
poor Thai trader for 10 gold plastic
watches at 40 baht each ($2.00 AUD).
A nice gesture but the quality of the
gold can be compared favourably with
the weight of a piece of tissue paper.
Not withstanding the lucky recipients
were BOTR ( to keep the meeting running on time), Artfur ( Sporting Car
Club rising star, a reminder of time with
us ) TD McNabb ( Alarm function to get
him to the meeting at 7.00pm instead of
7.00am ) Terry 007 Wright ( As a present from his son Andrew in Bangkok)
Russell Garth ( Another alarm function
to keep him off Twitface, time management opportunity). Two in absentia Bob
Schapel ( throw away the old casio) and
Peter Cundy ( new lap timer for the
NA ).
In the middle of all that, the pizza delivery boy arrived and the attention span
of members was zilch ! All over red
rover I just gave up.

The MG biscuits. Leigh’s daughter has
an amazing biscuit cutter that pumps out
MG monogramed biscuits as big as radiator badges and they are excellent,
however our boy Leigh completely forgot them last year and nearly did the
same again this year amid the confusion
and mayhem of the Siamese watch
presentation however all devoured successfully.
Faces in the crowd. Yes indeed The
Squire, Don Offler and his mate Ray
Finch again this meeting, Geoff And
Anne Mclean freshly back from red hot
Portugal and Malta with great stories
that included nudity by crusty old farts
on the beach, The Glassons , Judy and
Geoff at long last, Roland Garris complete in WW1 leather flying helmut ,
Mike Lyons (what can you say), Peter
Auld on high beam LED ,
Trevor Driver has a four
poster, no not a bed, a lifter
for his garage, Kenny
Fisher ,TD on the night but
has a new acquisition with
a big rubber bumper on the
front coming up next meeting.
Other newsworthy items.
Don Walker (ghost who
walks) has put the SA
Tickford on the MG Buy
Swap & Sell website for
sale , sad really he was
9
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doing a great job on the restoration, Ken
Burke wants members who sell or have
sold their register vehicles to update him
foe the club register. Mike Lyons has
new phone numbers for both his mobile
phones (one for each ear) and no, he is
not into dealing he says. Ray Finch let it
be known that there are TC Specials on
the market with history logs, John Ellis
has three.
Arthur’s Old Crocks Run with the
Sporting Car Club of SA
The first OC run was held 85 years ago
from Adelaide central to Glenelg Oval ,
Diagonal Rd This year Arthur took the
ND for which he has become quite famous as it is such a rare MG and coincidentally 85 years ago a 1934 ND and a
Wolsely Hornett (1934) participated on
that run, which was the year that the
Veteran Car club of SA was formed.
Arthur has been acknowledged with a
front cover photograph on Wheelspin the
magazine of the Sporting Car Club of
SA. You may not recognise his face
through the windscreen in the photograph because I have it on good authority he has his head close to the rev
counter again as is the habit lately, naa,
just joking but he is a becoming known
as a top Old Crock.
Thanks for your attention, more severe
control measures will be implemented at
the next meeting I can assure you.
Next meeting.
AUGUST 1 , Ken
Fisher’s, 16 Benjamin St St Marys.
The annual fully indoor weather resistant
meeting , see you there.
Safety Farts please in confined spaces !
Boss.
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MGC NEWS
MGC conversations with Richard Mixture, August 2019
Wiping a clear vision

H

ello again, it’s Richard here. It’s
raining at the moment and that’s a
good thing providing you’re not out driving your MGC with the hood down, although if you are a duck …
Now, I know many of you wouldn’t contemplate taking your beautifully clean
MGC out on a run when there is a forecast for inclement weather. Whether it’s
sunny or cloudy, I’ve been caught in a
sudden downpour (generally when it’s
cloudy) and my poor old wiper blades
are struggling to wipe all the rain off the
windscreen. If the wiper blades are just
there for show and never used, they
may well be a little hard and crusty and
displaying the odd crack or two or …
They might even chatter or squeak at
you when you flick then on. Sometimes, when you haven’t used them in a
quite a while the blades have stuck to
the windscreen or some of the rubber
has come apart and you have a little
rubber ribbon following the blades
sweep the screen. If any of these things
are happening, then it’s time to replace
the blades.
If you wet your windscreen and turn on
your wipers, then turn them off in mid
sweep so that they are pointing upwards, it can make it easier to access
the blade assembly. Bend them away
from the windscreen so that they are
sticking out and now they are very easy
to access. On the underside or windscreen side of the arm, locate a lever
and ease it away from the arm so that
the blade can be slid off the arm.
I had an old BMC product once and this
clipped fitting, all be it slightly different,
12

was so loose that after the wipers had
been running for a couple of minutes
the wiper blade assembly would flick off
onto the road. I’d stop, pick it up, refit it
and continue on my way. Amazingly it
was never run over. Eventually I managed to bring myself to spend all that
money and replace it with a new blade.
Only that one of course, not two, ‘cos I
wasn’t made of money. I would always
recommend replacing both blades today. But I am wealthier now, more or
less.
Over the years I found that fronting up
to the spare parts counter and asking
for a part you are always given a choice
of a dozen or so options. I never knew
which one to choose. It doesn’t take
too many return trips to the parts
counter with a sample until you remember to take the sample in on the first
visit. When I was younger one trip instead on two was always done in the
interests of my very narrow wallet and
saving petrol. Now a days, it’s to reduce carbon emissions.
By the way MGC wiper blades are 12
inches long. You’ll have to make your
own metric conversion on that one. I’ve
noticed that some cars today have different lengths from one side to the
other.
Now with the wiper blade assembly on
the bench you can choose either to replace the whole assembly or just replace the rubber blade. If the assembly
still works satisfactorily, the rubber
blade can be removed but check that
the length is correct, not too long and
not too short, just like the three bears.
Slide the rubber blade out of the assembly claws after squeezing the metal clip

August 2019
at the end and pull gently. Now off to
the spare parts counter to buy a replacement and don’t forget to take your
old blade as a sample.
The next step is easy, just reverse what
you have just down, if you can remember. Cut the rubber blades to the correct length and slide them back through
the claws. The sliding should be easy
and not require any lubricant or detergent. Check that the metal clip on the
blade is secured and locked into place
on the assembly and check that each
claw is secure in the groove of the rubber blade.
At this stage the wiper assembly can be
reattached to the arm and it can be
carefully lowered to the windscreen.
While changing wiper blades can be a

little frustrating if this is your first time; if
you have succeeded congratulations, if
you have not, I suggest you go inside
and have double scotch to calm your
nerves before asking your wife to sort
out the problem for you.
Now that it is all sorted check the windscreen washer bottle and top it up with
clean water and wash additive. Many
years ago, my daughter added washing
detergent to the bottle and every time
she squirted the windscreen, she had
soap suds everywhere. I’d would never
own up to doing such a silly thing
though.
Remember ladies and gentlemen keep
‘em tuned,
Rich
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BREAKFAST RUN REPORT
By Steve Spong & John Roach, David McNabb

U

Breakfast Run to Nurioopta
Sunday 30th June 2019

nfortunately, I was unable to attend
the June breakfast run to Nuri, and
by all accounts avoided a very cold winter’s day.
A total of 11 hardy crews and 21 people
did however brave the extremely cold
and threatening weather. Seven cars left
Veale Gardens with the remainder joining at the Nurioopta linear park.
Conditions at the start in town weren't
too bad, but out in Barossa, a fierce Arctic lazy wind came along which was
awesomely cold. It was lazy as it didn't
go around you, it went right through you!
The run itself was fairly straightforward
so I apologise for a couple of directions
that I am told were “a bit back to front”,
which is a polite way of David McNabb
saying they were wrong!
Gary Algate would have brought his
MGA, but had just returned from Perth
the previous day and when he googled
what the weather would be, it said rain.
but he was still on Perth weather!
Terry Cooke, a relative newcomer to the
club, is becoming a regular on the breakfast runs, and this time it was great that
he brought along his grandson Brodi for
a ride in the red MG.
The day’s “bravery” award must go to
Nick & Denise Micklem who did the
whole thing with the top down on the “A”.
At Nuri a couple of fast food places, just
across the road from the finish venue,
enabled some to seek solace by grabbing a coffee from there, mainly to warm
the hands! Infact it appears that when
people saw how blue Peter Micklem’s
14

hands had turned everyone decided it
was about time to up sticks and go
home. John & Judy Roach however had
decided to make the most of the
Barossa as they were staying on for 3
days and a bit of a "holiday", half their
luck.
My thanks to both John Roach and
David McNabb for organising the run on
the day, taking the photos and providing
me with the words for this report. I hope
to catch up with you all at the next run.
Steve Spong
Attendees:
Peter & Bronwyn Micklem
MGTD
David McNabb
MGTD
Nick & Denise Micklem
MGA
Terry Cook & Grandson Brodi MGB
June & David Hill
MGB
Ken & Heather Burke
MGB
Alan & Ros Foweraker
MGB
Bill & Sue Gilson
MGB V8
John & Judy Roach
MGB GT
Gary & Veli Algate Morris
Cooper S
Geoff & Jas Goode
Range Rover

August 2019
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2018 AUSTRALIAN ANNUAL
KIMBER RUN
From..Berry Treffers

T

he MG Kimber run has been held
annually since 1995 in remembrance of the founder and first General
Manager of the MG Car Company, Cecil Kimber.
All MG owners are invited to attend and
meet with other MG owners in the spirit
of friendship and in enjoying and driving
our MG’s
The 2019 Kimber run will be the 24th
Kimber run since inception and for 2019
we will again assemble at Edwards
Place on West Terrace.
There will be a coffee cart at the start
and there are toilets available.
For something different we will be
waived of by the Lord Mayor, Sandy
Verschoor, at 9.30 am .
I can assure you that this year’s run will
be an enjoyable run along some roads
you know and some new ones as well.
Please be patient if you have slower
cars in front of you there will be some
passing spots eventually if you need to
pass. There will also be some nice open
roads.
I suggest you plan to arrive by 8.15 am
or so to allow for your registration and
fixing the Kimber Run plaque to your
car. Plus, it gives you a chance to have
a look at some of the other MG’s and
catch up with old acquaintances from
previous events before the departure for
the run to Serafino Winery for a sitdown Lunch. The cars will park around
the lake at the entrance.
As part of your registration you will be
given a run book which includes locations of all the public toilets along the
way and you will also pass some nice

bakeries if you would like a morning tea
stop.
Numbers
So here is the deal, seating for lunch is
limited to 200 people, hence first in first
serve.
We must submit and guarantee the
numbers to Serafino by 16 October;
hence entries will close on 15 October.
Any entries received after 15 October
can enjoy the run, enjoy the facilities
and the company but there will be no
meal provided.
Guarantee – what does it mean?
Once we have confirmed the numbers
by October 16 that is what the club will
pay for regardless of entries withdrawing. As we must pay for the meals regardless there will be no refunds
To be a part of this year’s run please
complete the attached Entry Form and
send it in with a self-addressed and
stamped envelope and I will send back
your acceptance advice with your
Plaque Number, the quicker you do the
lower the number!
Can I suggest that you make your own
decision as to where you intend fixing
the plaque, do not cover up the front
number plate though. We’ll have a supply of cable ties at the check in desk.
If you require further info or need another entry form for a friend then visit
the
Club’s
website
at:
www.mgccsa.org.au
Berry Treffers – Coordinator
berrytreffers@gmail.com
0434 485 331
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ENTRY FORM
2019 ANNUAL AUSTRALIAN KIMBER RUN—SUNDAY 10 NOVEMBER 2019
This entry form is required to be completed and the “Conditions of Entry” (overleaf) must be
signed as acknowledgement of such conditions and forwarded with appropriate fee
together with a stamped self addressed envelope.
Entry costs. A registration fee of $30.00 per vehicle applies. A further $40.00 per person is
payable to cover the cost of a sit-down lunch at Serafino Winery.
Entrants & Vehicle Entry Details:
NAME.......................................................................................TELEPHONE..........................
ADDRESS.................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................POST CODE.................
CAR MG...............................MODEL..............................YEAR.......................................
REGO NO...........................................CO;OUR.....................................
NOTE: Entry is subject to the Conditions of Entry, which must be signed by the owner/driver
in acknowledgement of these conditions
Payment Arrangements:
Registration.....................................................................................................$30.00
Number of Meals.......................@ $40.00 each.............................................$
Payment by, CASH / CHEQUE / CREDIT CARD or EFT ....................Total $................
(1)
MASTER CARD or (2) VISA
Card Number

Card Holders Name.........................................................Card Expiry Date..............
Card Holders Signature..........................................................................
Note: If paying by EFT use BSB 105-078 Account No: 048486240 and ensure
the reference field says AAKR and your name.
Please make all Cheques Payable to: MG Car Club of SA and return completed
ALL entry forms to ..2019 Annual Kimber Run—together with a stamped self
addressed envelope.
C/- MG Car Club of SA Inc PO Box 200 Brompton SA 5007
Any further information please contact Berry Treffers, AAKR Co-Ordinator
by phone on Mobile 0434 485 331 Or by email: berrytreffers@gmail.com
17
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Tuesday 15th October

2019

CROSSWORD ANSWERS
ACROSS: 1 HYPIOD 2 COMPRESSION 3 THRUST 4 CLUTCH 5 OVERLAP 6 RIGHT 7 EXTRACTORS 8
INCREASE 9 METHANOL 10 LIMITEDSLIP 11 HERRINGBONE 12 RIGHTHAND 13 FRONT. DOWN: 1
SILICON 2 CASTER 3 DETONATION 4 EXHAUST 5 THICKER 6 CLEARANCE 7 LAYSTALL 8 ACKERMAN 9 POLARITY 10 EIGHTY 11 PINION.
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MGB Register Event
(An MGCCSA Incorporated

Event)

We have been kindly invited to visit:

Adelaide Hills Panel Works,
Specialise in…


Custom / street rod



Classic car restoration



Modern classic restoration



Vintage / veteran car
restoration



Prestige car restoration



Modified car



Muscle car restoration



Performance car restoration



Exotic car restoration



Vintage motor sport
restoration



Insurance repairs

They are located at…

Adelaide Hills Panel Works
11 Woodside Rd. Nairne. S.A. 5252
p: 08 8388 0755 f: 08 8388 0766
Date: Saturday 27th July 2019
Time: 09.00am
 We will meet at the premises at 9.00 am for a talk by the owner Rob, and then view their work in
progress.
 All are welcome, but please let me know if you intend attending in order that I can advise them
of the approximate numbers.
 Following the visit, I will arrange a route for a scenic drive back to Adelaide for those interested.

Steve Spong
barbandsteve22@iprimus.com.au
0417 817 101
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“ALL ABOARD “
THE PADDLE BOAT

“CAPTAIN PROUD “
To enjoy a peaceful and pleasurable 3 Hour Lunch
Cruise, along the Majestic Murray River.
We meet at the Main Wharf Murray Bridge at 10.00AM
for a 10.30AM departure.
The date for our gathering will be Saturday September
14th 2019.
No need to polish your beloved MG, as there is no
‘Run ‘planned prior.
Cost is $48.00p/p with a 2 courses/ 2 choices meal.
ALL dietary needs catered for.
Full Bar Facilities on board.
Sole use of Vessel.
Consider spending a leisurely Week-end away by
staying in the
surrounding areas, with attractions abound.
Deposit of $50 per couple upon booking.
Paid to MGCC of SA Secretary.
As always, first in best dressed, so don’t miss the boat !
Email to …….Jeanette Walsingham – Meath
To secure your passage.
Jeanette1920@adam.com.au
20
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PIG ON A SPIT
Charity fund raiser
August 31 at the club rooms
Time 6.00 pm
Your Chef – The “one and
only”
Mick Mitolo
Cost $40 per person
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2019 CALENDAR
August 2019
1

Thur

T Register Meeting Ken Fishers St Marys

8

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run

9

Fri

MGF/Moderns meeting.

10/24

Sat

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

13

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

18

Sun

Motorkhana Rnd 4

25

Sun

Breakfast Run to Mitcham
September 2019

4

Thur

T Register Meeting Paul Dallwitz Unley

8

Sun

Hillclimb Rnd 4 Collingrove

10

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

12

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run

Sat/Sun

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

19

Thur

MGA Meeting Clubrooms

29

Sun

Supersprint

29

Sun

Breakfast Run to Pt Elliot

14/28

MID WEEK LUNCH RUN
Next midweek lunch run will be on Thursday 8th August 2019 meeting at
the Crafers Hotel from 10.30 and leaving at 11.30 to the Belair Hotel.
Everyone is welcome.
Please book with GRAHAM LOADER if you
wish to come so that the numbers can be confirmed with the hotels.
GRAHAM LOADER –
gloader@bigpond.com
0419 020 615
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August 2019
October 2019
3

Thur

T Register Meeting

4

Fri

MGF/Moderns Mtg

8

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

10

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run

12/28

Sat/Sun

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

18

Fri/Sun

SA Hillclimb Champs

27

Sun

Breakfast Run to Younhusband

Custom car covers at last in Adelaide
Are you tired of those cheap covers that Scratch more than protect,
and never keep out the dust? there is at last a solution
Give your pride and joy the care it deserves.
Custom Car Covers Follow Exact Contours of Vehicle
Car Covers Protect ALL the Vehicle's Exposed Surface
Over 80,000+ Patterns - or Custom Made for YOU!

.Contact me today for an obligation free quote, it’s cheaper than you think!
Special rates for Club members
ALAN TURNER CONCOURSE PREPARATIONS 08 8339 1306
MOBILE 0417816254
http://www.concourspreparations.com.au/

Home of the WORLD’S BEST CUSTOM CAR COVERS TM
If It Has Wheels, Covercraft Has A Car Cover That Can Cover It!
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MID WEEK LUNCH RUN REPORT
From ..Gary Chapman

I

Thursday 11 July 2919

t was another wintery day with rain
and fog as we gathered at the Victoria Hotel for coffee. There was not an
MG to be seen in the carpark, the closest relation being Trevor & Helen
Praite’s Rover. There were 18 cars of
various makes ready to do the run.
After an hour of socialising we set off on
the run through Bakers Gully, Blewitt
Springs and Yundi to enter Mt. Compass
via the Nankita Road.
Although the roads were clear there was
evidence of the recent wind storm with
branches down on the sides of the road.
Most people had no trouble following the
route and enjoyed the country views
which are now looking very green.
As we arrived at the Mt.Compass Golf
Club the sun came out and we were
able to enjoy the views over the fairways
and watch the occasional kangaroo.
We were joined at the Golf Club by
David and Diane Holmes and Chris and
Sue Thomson who live in Mt. Compass.
The meal started with complimentary
garlic bread and I think everyone was
happy with their meals which were of a
high standard.
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Next midweek lunch run will be on
Thursday 8th August 2019 meeting at the
Crafers Hotel from 10.30 and leaving at
11.30 to the Belair Hotel.
Everyone is
welcome.
Please book with GRAHAM
LOADER if you wish to come so that the
numbers can be confirmed with the
hotel.
GRAHAM LOADER –
gloader@bigpond.com
0419 020 615
Lunch Runners:
Bob & Vari Booth
Subaru
Bill & Kathy Branson
Subaru
Garry & Jenice Chapman
Mazda
Trevor & Sandy Dicker
Mitsubishi
Jim & Joan Hanna
Calais
David & Diane Holmes
VW
Chris & Annette Kinney
BT50
Graham & Pat Loader
Suzuki
Julie & Brian McIver
Kia
Daryl & Jenny Pinch
Pajero
Andrew & Deb Pointon
Kia
Rodger & Sue Polkinghorne
Mazda
Trevor & Helen Praite
Rover
Arthur Ruediger
BMW
Craig Steel
Mercedes
Rosa Stanton & Don Moyse
Kia
Bryan & June Terry
Toyota 86
Chris & Sue Thomson
Neville & Marjorie Pridgeon
Ford

August 2019
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TeCnical TopiC
By ..Bob Schapel

T

AXLE BREAKAGE

here is a modification which can be
done to reduce the chances of
breaking an axle (half-shaft) in our older
MGs, particularly those with coarse
splines, such as T-Types. Unfortunately
the diff must be dismantled for this job to
be done.
If you have ever removed a rear axle
from a T-Type, you will have noticed the
“nicks” and wear marks on the inner
splines at the point where they exit the
diff sun-wheels.
Nicks are cut by the sharp edges at the
ends of the hard, square sun-wheel
splines. Nicks and wear-marks are
“stress raisers”, where cracks will start
much more easily. Gently driven cars
might only show wear marks, while hard
-driven cars will show pronounced nicks
because axles wind-up slightly when
power is applied.
In TCs, where the axles have splines of
the same size at each end, they break
more often at the inner end, despite the
outer end having the extra load of holding the wheel upright under cornering
load. This is because the stress-raising
nicks only form at the diff end. They do
not tend to form at the hub end because
hubs are softer metal which does not cut
into the axle. This is evidence that
spline nicks are a major factor in axle
breakage.
Nicks should be carefully ground or filed
out, but it is much better to prevent them
from forming in the first place. This can
be done by carefully re-shaping the
ends of the differential sun-wheel
splines, so they can no longer cut into
the axle splines.
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A Dremel tool with a small grinding
wheel/disc is ideal, to grind very slight
flairs or tapers on the sun-wheel
splines. About 30 thou’ of metal should
be ground off each sun-wheel spline
thrust face at the axle exit point.
The depth of metal removed should
then fade out to nothing, further back
along the spline, as far as tools can
reach accurately (probably less than
¼”).
The freshly ground area could then be
smoothed off as much as possible with
some emery paper wrapped around a
small triangular file. A file alone would
be ineffective on the hardened steel of
a sun-wheel.
After this treatment, the very ends of
the diff spline faces should never touch
the axle, even when the axle winds up
under power.
Although not the optimum spline profile,
this suggestion is probably as much as
accessibility and patience allows, and it
should be a big improvement. Following such work, nicks should not form as
easily, and axles should be less likely
to break.
What would be the optimum spline profile? That would be a topic for engineers to debate, and would then be
very difficult to execute accurately. I
believe the best profile would be a
“flared” shape, starting at about 40
thou’ depth and then fading back into
the splines about half an inch or more.
It should allow the axle splines to wind
up progressively around the curved
face of the flair as more power is applied.

August 2019

“Nicks in an axle
splines”

“Sharp edges
on sun-wheel
splines”
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MGF & MODERN MG’s NEWS
From.. Neil Williams

W

MGF & Modern MG`s Run
Saturday July 6th

ell another successful day. Although the weather was a little
cool the sun was shinning which made
up for it .Meeting at the Tea Tree Gully
Hotel at approx. 9.30 most people enjoyed some coffee before the run. We
had 18 persons come on the run with 12
cars (90 % register vehicles )which was
very pleasing to see .Dick manning had
organised the run for about 1 hr through
the northern hills ending up at the
Greenock Aviation Museum .
The owner Lincoln Nitschke met us on
arrival and had lunch all prepared , after
lunch Lincoln explained the origins of the
museum and explained some of the details of exhibits and their origin a very
interesting talk .
We spent about an hour in the museum
and then afterwards Lincoln ran a couple
of engines for us , one being a diesel
from a 50`s Commer Prime mover and
the other a Merlin .This Merlin was a
27litre detuned version of what aircraft
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used ( 2000hp reduced to 650hp ) and
was installed as a tank engine .So another enjoyable run and after thanking
Lincoln we all headed home early afternoon
Attendees
Dick Manning MGF
Geoff Burls
MGTF
Nick Micklem MGZR
Davey Johnson MGF
Rob & Julie Hall MGZS
Peter Coulson MX5
Neil & Joyce Williams MGZT
BerryTreffers MG6
Roger Ford Land Rover
David & Vikki George MGTF
Mick Motolo & Nigel Powell Merc
SLK320
Garry & Jenice Chapman MGF

August 2019
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From..Bev Waters
Steve Bowra tried his first Motorkhana
MOTORKHANA 14 July, 2019
after many years in his Mercedes C200
CAMS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
and appeared to do very well, although
SERIES ROUND 4
commented that he needs more praceld at the Mallala Motorsport Park tice, and hinting that a shoulder/arm
Skid pan, an appropriate name massage might be in order after the
with the damp conditions and cold event as the courses had a lot of circubreeze and to some it appeared to be a lar rotations. Several of the drivers makdrifting exercise. Great for spectators ing similar comments, especially if they
though.
did not have power steering, or could
Congratulations to the brave souls who not manage hand brake turns.
persisted to the end and a good repre- Wes Bray driving the MGZS found it to
sentation from the MG Car Club with be a very exciting experience in the wet
eight competitors testing their skills in trying to control the car when the turbo
difficult conditions.
dropped in causing the back of the car
Dick Manning making an appearance in to kick out when the power shifted to the
a recently completed MGF road build, (a front. All good car handling experience
different MGF to the Sprint car), and was when on the road though.
testing out some new suspension and if Good to see Scott Stephenson back
a potential motorkhana candidate. The after a stint at Racing, and has now
loss of power steering during the day scaled down to a standard Excel for a
made manoeuvring quite difficult and if it ‘bit of fun’. Regardless of a blown head
had not been rectified, could have seen gasket and a bad misfire, still held his
him withdraw. However ably assisted by own in a class of eleven cars. The comSteve Bowra, they found the fault only to petition was very close and commented
be a dirty connection at the fuse. Apart ‘wet skids are the best skids’.
from appearing cold, it looked like he
was enjoying the day.
Thanks to all the officials. It was wet
The Edwards family Tyler, Faye and Ja- and windy, and their efforts out there
son (no TD today), all sharing the were appreciated by all the competitors.
MGZR. A true grit competition now happening between Tyler and Nan Faye and Results not yet to hand at time of printgreat to see a young lad so excited and ing. Results in the next magazine
enjoying his MG – or is the competitiveness like dad Jason.
Cheers Bev.
Jason had not intended entering as he
had not been well during the week, but
on arrival at the event, he could not bear
to be a spectator while everyone was
about to have some fun on the wet surface.
TH

H
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Steve Bowra
Mecedes C200

Tyler and dad
Jason Edwards
wth there MGZS

Above left, Dick Manning MGF
Above, Wes Bray, Steve Bowra
and Dick Manning.
Left, Scott Stephenson, Excel
Continued overleaf...........
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MGCC MOTORSPORT COMING
EVENTS:
** Aug 18 CAMS SA MOTORKHANA
CHAMPIONSHIPS Series 5 (Final
round of series)
& INTERTEAMS CHALLENGE EVENT,
Mallala Motorsport Park Skid Pan.

OTHER ITEMS OF INEREST.

Remember the teams events years ago,
when the MG Car Club could field several teams.
Competitors of the past, come on out
and have some fun, and see if you still
have it!.

“AN EVENING WITH GENTLE JIM” –
Tuesday 20th August - refer flyer attached.
If anyone is interested in attending the
MG Car Club is making up a table of 10
Bookings close 12th August. Contact
Bev if interested.

STEWARDS MODULE TRAINING
AUG 10TH for anyone interested in becoming a Steward.
More information is on the CAMS website. They are running very short of
Stewards.

Contact Steve or Bev if you would like to
be part of a team in the teams event.

THE TARMAC JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM will be running from
August to November. If you have any
children or grandchildren who could be
interested, see
www.tarmacjdpasa.org.au

** Sept 8th HILLCLIMB COLLINGROVE MULTI-CLUB Round 4
** Sept 29th MSCA SUPER SPRINT
ROUND 4 - Mallala Motorsport Park
** Nov 10th MSCA SUPER SPRINT
ROUND 5 - Mallala Motorsport Park

Cheers
Bev Waters
bev.waters@bigpond.com
Ph: 0402 262156.

** Denotes events part of the MG Car
Club of SA competition
INVITED EVENTS
Sun Aug 11th SCC Hillclimb Wintercup
Round 4
Sun Aug 18th SCC Hillclimb Wintercup
Round 1, rescheduled from March
17th.date:
Sat Sept 7th SCC Hillclimb COME AND
TRY day
Sun Oct 6th Vintage Collingrove Event
Oct 18-20 SA Hillclimb Championships
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SA ..Sandra Cardnell Ph: 8264 9168
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BOBS CROSSWORD
CLUES: ACROSS
1 Differential with pinion centre line below crown-wheel centre line.
2 Simplest way to increase power and improve economy is to increase…
3 Conrods usually have spray hole to lubricate which side of the bore?
4 Some pre-war MGs designed with oil where we usually don’t want it.
5 Cam timing can favour high or low revs. Often called valve …..
6 Piston thrust is which side in a conventional front engine RWD car?
7 Tuned length exhaust branch systems are commonly called ….
8 Radiator pressure caps …….. coolant boiling point.
9 Less energy per litre than petrol but extra power from charge cooling.
10 Diff which prevents an unloaded wheel from uncontrolled spinning.
11 Some pre-war MGs had gears which avoided noise and end-thrust.
12 Left side knockoffs have ……. thread.
13 Early brakes worked equally front and rear, but now bias favours …
.
DOWN
1 Brake fluid which does not need to be changed every few years.
2 Cables/rods on beam axles are often to preserve this when braking.
3 High compression, low octane fuel, excess spark advance cause …
4 These valve seats need to be broader to conduct heat away.
5 15W/40 oil is …… when cold and 5W/50 oil is …...when hot.
6 Split skirt pistons can run with less ….. and so are quieter.
7 Brand of hard chrome cylinder liners and alloy heads for T-Types.
8 Steering geometry which makes inside wheel steer a tighter radius.
9 Battery …….. favours either body or electrical component corrosion.
10 Factory quoted octane for max power in a TC/TD. (Nearest ten)
11 TA/TB/TC had Bishop Cam but TD/TF/MGA/MGB had rack and ……
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Answers else ware in this magazine
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A

s all the copy for this issue came in I
find I have two blank pages, as the
magazine is produced in multiples of 4
pages ie; there has to be either say, 36,
40 or 44 pages, in this issue I had 38
pages filled and nothing else, so there
were the two vacant left.
To attempt to fill these 2 pages I have
included 2 photos from a website that
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send me regular, like weekly, images
from American car enthusiasts garages,
here is one that arrived today and what
do you know Spider from Red Wing
Minnesota owns an MGA !!
Google “ Car Guy Garage” and check
out “ Images”
You will be amazed at the garages/cars
featured.
Editor...............

August 2019
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TRADE DIRECTORY
Ann Calver

Real Estate Sales Consultant
RLA200675
Selling real estate, or know someone
who is? Call me for an appraisal of your
most valuable asset (apart from your MG
of course!!). Or see me personally for a
special MG Car Club deal as I regularly
attend mid-week lunch runs.

Ph: 0419 812 621

E:mail
ann.calver@harcourts.
com.au

dfshastie@gmail.com
TWO TIMS
SHIRAZ
2016 MCLAREN VALE
Rated 94 points
Leath Hunt: 0412 646 931
www.twotims.com.au

Leath Hunt is offering their
2016 SHIRAZ
To Club members for
$120.00a case (12) as a Xmas special
Delivered free into the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
Logon to their website for reviews etc;
www.twotims.com.au
Email: lhunt43@live.com.au
M: 0412 646 931
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MGBGT 1977 SPARES
Recon Diff housing. Filters. Many electrical items. New wire wheel hub.
Light lenses. Carbys Fuel pumps &
linkages. 2 x new rear axles. Inner
tubes. Steering wheel. Brake parts.
Suspension parts Tow bar c/- plug / ball.
Chrome wheel nuts. Many other parts
Contact Brian. M: 0414 418 298 to view.
MGB Aluminium
Bonnet $500
Reconditioned
and undercoated
(upper side)
From my 1966
MGB Mark1.
Slight ding in
nose repaired
by panel beater.
Terry Reilly
Contact:
tdreilly@hotmail.com
0416 836 077

Golf Buggy
Electric 12V
Works well.
“Fusion” cyclic
battery in good
condition, no
further use as I
now have a
cart (see pg 4)
No charger,
Will sell for the price of the battery.
$110.00
Contact: Laurie Houghton. Editor
Ph: 8356 9953, ( answering M/c on )

MGZS180
2004
A
very
nicely kept
car in excellent condition. Car is
one of the 40 cars sold in Australia with
one off interior in light grey leather installed by MG Australia for Sydney Motor Show display. Car has done
145000km and is in excellent mechanical condition. Original books and history comes with car.
Car has aftermarket ITG Maxogen intake system, upgraded brake discs and
lines but rest of car is as it left the factory.
Paint is in fantastic condition apart from
some stone chips and marks on the
front and bonnet which you’d expect on
a car this age. Received third in class in
concourse at last Adelaide Natmeet
and is in better condition now.
Regretful sale due to lack of use and
needing some funds for next project.
$6900.00 ono
Phone Rob Hall 0432 534 702
email robjulcam@adam.com.au
Y-TYPE PARTS
Chassis $180, Gearbox cover (modify
for TD/TF) $50, Radiator (needs recore) $30. Running board LH with alloy
strips $50, Inner RH guard $20, Aircleaner $20, Brake drums (modify for
TC) $10 ea, Seat runners, Handbrake
cables, Wishbone/spring pan, Hubs
$10 ea. Offers considered.
Bob Schapel 0409282181
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Car radio cassette 70’s vintage suit
any classic MG especially MGB / MGC
Motorpro brand
High power auto reverse cassette
player with AM/FM stereo
5 band equaliser. Model AS 300
In excellent working condition
Best reasonable offer received by me
before end of May wins the bidding.
Offers accepted by email or SMS or
phone.
Contact: Reginald at 0451 471 764
E: breginald@bigpond.com

MG TF
160 2004
model.
Black
exterior
colour
with
Fawn leather seats. Woodgrain accents
on the interior. 5 spd. Manual. Canvas
roof in excellent condition also hardtop
with cable for rear demister. Canvas
cover for roof when open. 83, 400 km.
Car serviced every 5km. By Bowden
motor repairs. 2 sets of keys and hand
book with original cover. New Kenwood
Digital radio with Am. Fm and usb and
2.3 mm plug in. Airbags 16inch Alloys
and remote central locking. Please sms
or call 041 333 00 91 Greg. MG club
member.

MG MEMORABILIA
Lazy Suzy table top board.
Hand crafted from beautiful timber .
Striped pattern of dark and light timbers
Shape of MG Octagon.
Approx 40 cm diam.
Phone for colour pic.
Inset with MG Logo of your choice.
A fantastic addition to your MG run picnic
basket.
Will sell at cost price.
$90 complete.
Call Graham

Parts all to suit MGB
-One original equipment 1965
"Bluemels" type steering wheel, good
condition -One brand-new ( NOS) MG
push horn button assembly to suit above
(in original box) -One six volt battery in
great condition.
One chrome grill Mk1/2 - rough
One new (NOS)"QH "brand Water-pump
in original box. Suits MGB 1964 to
1971; Engine numbers 18GG-GJ. c/w
gasket.
front chrome bumper; good condition but
slight bend.
two chrome overrides with rubber inserts
to suit above; excellent condition.
heater assembly; needs work.
Paul Oliver. 0402788584."

3 - MGB Wire Wheels
Complete with tyres (in good condition).
$100.
Contact: Bill at Prestige Crash
Ph: 8260 2724
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